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HISTORICAL PRESERVATION IN EAGLES THEATRE 
Restorative Efforts Taken to Maintain Building from 1906 

 
In 2017, The Honeywell Foundation began a renovation project on the 114-year old Eagles Theatre, 
located in downtown Wabash. A consultant from the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) went 
onsite to identify features of the building that could be restored or reused in the renovation to protect 
the integrity and history of the building as much as possible.  

Within the main theatre, historic elements of note are the red entry doors, as well as the lighting, 
radiators and wall decorations throughout the three floors of seating. New seats were installed in the 
theatre, however, the historic seat end caps were preserved and are currently used as decoration in 
the third floor Forrester Landing and Forrester Roost Suites.  

The theatre has displayed multiple marquees throughout its life, and will showcase a new marquee 
upon completion of the renovation. Recreations of the metal letters from its most recent marquee are 
displayed in the Ford Meter Box Lobby, just above the entryway to the theatre, spelling ‘Eagles’. The 
new marquee will have modern features and technological advancements while still honoring the 
classic style of the theatre.  

Displayed in front of the first floor elevators in the east lobby sits a terrazzo Eagle with its wings 
spread featuring the acronym ‘FOE’, referring to the Fraternal Order of Eagles. The piece is original to 
the building from when the FOE built and operated the theatre in the early 1900s. Above it, decorative 
tin tiles from restored from one of the storefronts make up the ceiling. Gold colored designs cascade 
the white tiles to bring light and warmth into the history rich space. 

 

For all media inquiries, contact Morgan Ellis at mellis@HoneywellFoundation.org or by calling 
260.274.1427. 

Visit EaglesTheatre.org/media to access photos of the newly renovated Eagles Theatre for media 
use.  

 

 


